## Unit 11 - Week 09: Human Language Skills

### Assessment 09

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. The feedback was submitted on 2020-04-01, 23:59 IST.

### Course Outline

- **Due on:** 2020-04-01, 23:59 IST

#### Week 09: Human Language Skills

#### List 1: Basic Issues in Language

1. The study of the ways in which sound can be combined in any given language is called **morphology**.

2. The branch of linguistics devoted to the study of meaning is **semantics**.

3. The set of all words in a language is called **lexicon**.

4. The branch of linguistics that deals with the structure and rules of language is **grammar**.

5. The units of sound in a language are called **phonemes**.

6. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of sound and their combinations is called **phonology**.

7. The study of how people produce and comprehend their language is called **linguistic competence**.

8. The smallest unit of language that carries a consistent meaning is called a **word**.

9. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of meaning and their combinations is called **semantics**.

10. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of sound and their combinations is called **phonology**.

#### List 2: Comprehension and Understanding of Language

1. The study of how people produce and comprehend their language is called **linguistic performance**.

2. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of sound and their combinations is called **phonology**.

3. The smallest unit of language that carries a consistent meaning is called a **word**.

4. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of meaning and their combinations is called **semantics**.

5. The study of how people produce and comprehend their language is called **linguistic competence**.

6. The smallest unit of language that carries a consistent meaning is called a **word**.

7. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of meaning and their combinations is called **semantics**.

8. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of sound and their combinations is called **phonology**.

9. The branch of linguistics that deals with the units of sound and their combinations is called **phonology**.

10. The study of how people produce and comprehend their language is called **linguistic performance**.

#### Notes

- **Due on:** 2020-04-01, 23:59 IST

**Feedback form**